
 
 Seishin Iwashita  Kancho  

      Ashok Shrestha   Vice Kancho  

      Herbert E. Forster  Organisations Executive Chairmain  

      Marcel Smit    Honbo cho  

      Emilio Bevilacqua  Saiko Shihan  

    

  

  Himmat Singh Rajput  President Asia  

translator:    Nigel Dowding   English translator  

      Shifu Kosaka    Japan translator  

  

place:     Switzreland, Wald ZH, online  

  

agenda:    1. welcome and opening  

2. presence control  

3. organization World Commitee  

4. dan exams  

5. certifacates / belts  

6. IFFK  

7. financial  

8. new entrants  

9. exits  

10. sponsoring  

11. advertising  

12. variors        

        

1. welcome and opening executive chairman welcomes and opens the first online 

meeting of the WKKO.  

  

2. Presence control at the beginning all world committee members are present. 

Shihan Himmat is out for probably technical reasons.  

  
  

 

 

   

   

  

         

        12.00  

      15.00  

    



WORLD KYOKUSHIN-KAI ORGANIZATION HEADQUARTERS, 2-8-19 Kagashima Minami Gifu-City, GIFU 

JAPAN 501-0115  

  

3. Organization world commitee made the following distribution of work:  

  

Soke  - Advisor worldwide  

Kancho  - Representative of the organization to the outside world  

- Technical chief  

- self-explanatory  

- Financial management  

Vice Kancho  

Nepal Branch Chief  

- Representative of the President in absentia  

- Technical Commission  

Executive Chairman  

Kancho Advisor  

  

- Leadership of the World Committee  

- Administration worldwide  

- Creation of forms for examination and membership applications, etc..  

- Creation of passports / instructor cards  

- Organization of Kyokushin Congress with Branch Chiefs  

- Coordination of WC when organizing tournaments  

- Kancho Advisor  

- Coordination with goods manufacturer for WKKO  

- Technical Commission  

- Financial management    

Honbu cho  

Nederland Branch Chief  

- Examination of new national representatives joining / leaving 

applications  

- Negotiation with new country representatives and conditions  

- Application acceptance and review of Dan applications from 5th Dan  

- Management of the Dan list worldwide  

- direct communication with Executive Chairman  

- Examination regulations and guidelines  

- Technical Commission  

President Asia  

India Branch Chief  

- Representation of the WKKO to the outside world, Asia  

- Organization and management of the Council of Asia  

- New acquisition of Asian countries  

- Technical Commission  

President Europe  

Italy Branch Chief  

Saiko-Shihan  

- Representation of the WKKO to the outside world, Europe  

- Organization and management of the Council of Europe  

- New acquisition of European countries  

- Technical Commission  

    

Branch Chiefs  - Representation of the WKKO in the country  

- Control and leadership of the regional dojo leaders  

- Management and control of a national Dan list  

- Conducting the Dan exams up to a maximum of 4th Dan  

  

voted and accepted by everyone present.  

  

4. Dan exams  

Dan exams up to 4th Dan are subject to the respective country representative. Dan exams from the 5th Dan is 

a matter for the World Committee and must be requested from the Honbu cho.  

The world committee conducts dan exams once a year. These always take place at the annual World 

Congress, which is organized by the world committee.  

  



Dan exams at Honbu dojo Gifu outside the given exam times require the written approval of the country 

representative. The world committee decides on Dan exams for members of the World Committee.  

  

The exam expert must be a least one Dan higher than the exam tob e taken. Exemple:  

Exam expert is 3. Dan – Exam maximum 2. Dan.  

  

Exam waiting times:  

1. Dan  1 Year  

2. Dan  2 Years  

3. Dan  3 Years  

4. Dan  4 Years  

5. Dan  5 Years  

6. Dan  6 Years  

7. Dan  7 Years  

8. Dan  8  Years  

  

voted and accepted by everyone present.  

  

5. Certificates / belts  

Dan certificates can be ordered from Honbu cho and are subject to a charge (see list of fees). The fees are to 

be paid in advance to the WKKO account.  

Belts can be ordered directly from all authorized persons from the manufacturer in Pakistan or from Japanese 

manufacture at Honbo Cho. Address is available to all world committee members.  

  

voted and accepted by everyone present.  

  

6. IFKK  

At Kancho's request, everything stays the same.  

7. Financial  

In order to keep the finances as flat as possible, the following is recorded :  

  For members of the WKKO from the 1st Kyu, an annual license fee (1 dollar) and the international 

Kyokushin passport (one-off 10 dollars) will be mandatory in the futureGebührenliste  

Passport (one time)  EURO   10.00  Compulsory from 2022  

License (annually)  EURO     1.00  Compulsors from 2021  

Dan certificate   EURO   50.00  From now on  

Dojoleader certifikat  EURO   75.00  From now on  

  

Kyokushin passports can already be obtained voluntarily from executive chairman.  

voted and accepted by everyone present.  

  

8. New entrants  

The following rules apply to newly joining country organizations:  

- Application with Budavita for review at Honbu cho  

- Passport and license are required for every member of the organization according to the list of fees - 1 

year trial period  

- After the trial period has expired, the World Committee will decide on the final admission - Dan 

diplomas are only issued upon final admission.  

  

voted and accepted by everyone present.  

  



9. Exits there are currently no 

resignations  

  

voted and accepted by everyone present.  

  

10. Sponsoring will be reprocessed after 

the corona period  

voted and accepted by everyone present.  

  

11. Advertising  

From 2022, the executive chairman will provide the successful Suisse Hall of Honor with the best martial 

artists in the world and will focus on the WKKO as a partner organization.  

  

voted and accepted by everyone present.  

  

12. Variors  

Country representative  

- Country representatives must have at least the 4th Dan.  

  

voted and accepted by everyone present.  

  

Dojoleader  

- The Dojoleader is a new creation for countries that do not have a 4th Dan.  

- The dojo leader cannot be a country representative. But he can run a WKKO dojo in his country.  

- The dojoleader is subject to the same conditions as the national representative and to adhere to their 

rules.  

- For Dan exams that are outside of his jurisdiction, he has to consult a member of the world committee.  

- The dojoleader bears the costs (expenses, food, accommodation, fee, etc.).  

Bank account  

- executive chairman sets up a bank account for the WKKO in switzerland.  

  

voted and accepted by everyone present.  

  

Switzerland, Wald ZH, October 24, 2020  

Organisation Executive Chairman          Honbu cho  

Hanshi Herbert E. Forster            Marcel Smit  

____________________________          ___________________________  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   


